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Pro Visual Studio LightSwitch 2011 Development (Professional Apress)Apress, 2012


	We’ve designed this book to show you how to write professional applications using Microsoft

	LightSwitch.





	As software developers, we understand how difficult it is to develop software in real life. End

	users expect their applications to be reliable, functional, and polished. They’ll also have preferences in...
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Eye Tracking in User Experience DesignMorgan Kaufmann, 2014

	Eye Tracking for User Experience Design explores the many applications of eye tracking to better understand how users view and interact with technology. Ten leading experts in eye tracking discuss how they have taken advantage of this new technology to understand, design, and evaluate user experience. Real-world stories are included...
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Embedded C Programming and the Atmel AVRCengage Learning, 2006

	Enter the world of embedded programming and microcontroller applications! One of the only books available today that uses the increasingly popular and cost-effective Atmel AVR embedded controller as the platform and application for learning, Embedded C Programming and the Atmel AVR, 2E is the perfect choice for novices. Featuring a host of...
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Connecting Arduino to the Web: Front End Development Using JavaScriptApress, 2018

	Create physical interfaces that interact with the Internet and web pages. With Arduino and JavaScript you can create interactive physical displays and connected devices that send data to or receive data from the web. You'll take advantage of the processes needed to set up electronic components, collect data, and create web pages able to...
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Getting Started with Python for the Internet of Things: Leverage the full potential of Python to prototype and build IoT projects using the Raspberry PiPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Build clever, collaborative, and powerful automation systems with the Raspberry Pi and Python.

	
		Key Features

		
			Create your own Pi-Rover or Pi-Hexipod robots
	
			Develop practical applications in Python using Raspberry Pi
	
			Build your own Jarvis, a highly advanced...
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iPad Enterprise Application Development BluePrintsPackt Publishing, 2012

	With the release of the iPad and the iOS 5, this latest release comes packed with some great new features and improvements to the various frameworks and contains over 1,500 new APIs. You will learn how to integrate iCloud storage and how to go about using the Facebook and the OpenGraph APIs, as well as applying the various image and...
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Raspberry Pi CookbookO'Reilly, 2014

	
		The world of Raspberry Pi is evolving quickly, with many new interface boards and software libraries becoming available all the time. In this cookbook, prolific hacker and author Simon Monk provides more than 200 practical recipes for running this tiny low-cost computer with Linux, programming it with Python, and hooking up sensors,...
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Expert .NET Micro Framework, Second EditionApress, 2009
The Microsoft .NET Micro Framework is a small and efficient .NET runtime environment used to run managed code on devices that are too small and resource constrained for Windows CE and the Compact Framework.
Expert .NET Micro Framework will teach you everything you need to know to use the .NET Micro Framework to create effective...
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Quantum Physics: The Bottom-Up Approach: From the Simple Two-Level System to Irreducible Representations (Graduate Texts in Physics)Springer, 2013

	This concise tutorial provides the bachelor student and the practitioner with a short text on quantum physics that allows them to understand a wealth of quantum phenomena based on a compact, well readable, yet still concise and accurate description of nonrelativistic quantum theory. This “quadrature of the circle” is achieved by...
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Making Android Accessories with IOIOO'Reilly, 2012

	Android phones are a great platform for developing apps, but sometimes it is nice if those apps go beyond the built-in hardware of the phone and connect to some homemade electronics.

	

	The IOIO board allows you to do just that, and this book will show you how to use the IOIO board and interface it to various different...
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CryENGINE 3 Game Development: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012

	Discover how to use the CryENGINE 3 free SDK, the next-generation, real-time game development tool

	
		Begin developing your own games of any scale by learning to harness the power of the Award Winning CryENGINE® 3 game engine
	
		Build your game worlds in real-time with CryENGINE® 3 Sandbox as we share...
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Flask By ExamplePackt Publishing, 2016

	Unleash the full potential of the Flask web framework by creating simple yet powerful web applications


	About This Book

	
		The most up-to-date book on Flask on the market
	
		Create your own world-class applications and master the art of Flask by unravelling its enigma through this journey

...
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